
Respondent Name 

American Wolf 

Complainant Name 

Joe Hyer 

Complaint Description 

joe Hyer (Mon, 5 Oct 2020 at 6:18 PM) 
 
American Wolf formed in May 2020, with official name ‘American Progressive Constitutional 
Party’ (see business card).  Their mission (see Plan photo) is all about  meeting candidates, 
vetting them, then endorsing.  Note they have endorsed a candidate in this screenshot, for 
Washington Governor.  They even describe themselves as a political organization (see Wolf 
Info photo) Clearly, American Wolf is a political committee.  Incidental, single year, or 
continuing? Well, we’d go to the C1 to see that.  Unfortunately, there is no C1, under any 
name I can search, creating this committee. 
This is further reinforced when someone responded via Text to the phone number the 
founder gave - (see initial response photo) - the first thing recruits are to do is vote for a 
specific candidate, because it is part of the plan. 
 
 
But they do have significant funds.  They have at least two styles of t-shirts printed in 
quantity (see photos).  They own a limousine and Box Truck, see photo.  They own an RV 
and a flatbed truck.  They own significant equipment with their logo (see Gear confiscated in 
Oregon photo, and others).  Their founder is now a ‘full-time freedom fighter’ (see wolf 
founder photo), so assuming they have paid staff.  
They have actively electioneered - see electioneering and endorsee photos.  Throughout the 
summer, they have been in person and on social media, promoting their political agenda, 
and spending a lot of money, based on all the items they have purchased. But I can find no 
C4 reports with expenditures detailed. 
 
 
They have raised significant monies.  The Culp campaign paid them $7000, according to the 
Seattle Times (See Wolf-Seattle times photo), which was originally declared as ‘charity’ then 
reclassified- but we don’t know what it was spent on, or if it was income, as there are no 
records to review.  In addition, they make asks for money online (see wolf ask photo).  They 
say they raised over $60,000 for Kyle Rittenhouse - then diverted 20% to themselves, and 
from their report, aggregated more than $4000 to the Culp campaign from this - exceeding 
the contribution limit, and aggregating from unknown sources.  Their website 
(americanwolf689) accepts contributions, sells merchandise.  
 
 
American Wolf has been removed from Twitter, and removed from Facebook for violating 
terms of service.  They have raised and spent countless thousands of dollars for self-
proclaimed political purposes - but we can find no records or any registration or reporting to 
the PDC. 
 
 
They have violated most of the sections of 42.17A - I tried to list them all at the top, but 
there's a lot. 
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When this kind of money is being spent on electioneering - the public DOES have a right to 
know the details. 
 
What impact does the alleged violation(s) have on the public? 
Electioneering has rules which we all follow.  If someone flagrantly ignores or violates them, 
and is not held accountable, there is less reason to comply.   
List of attached evidence or contact information where evidence may be found 
Photos and screenshots attached. 
website:  www.americanwolf689.org 
Facebook: removed by Facebook. 
List of potential witnesses with contact information to reach them 
 Peter Diaz - founder 
3718 Black Lake Blvd SW, Tumwater WA 98512 
360-870-4364 
 
Additional contact information for Peter Diaz: 
3D Systems LLC - 6411 128th Ave SW, Olympia WA 98512 (governor of company) 
Commercial Home and Expert Tree Service - 6411 128th Ave SW, Olympia WA 98512 
(governor of company) 
Certification (Complainant) 
I certify (or declare) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that 
information provided with this complaint is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and 
belief. 

 








































